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Introduction 
This paper intends to contribute to the debate concerning the phonology-syntax con-
nection. It is based on aspects of three Brazilian indigenous languages: the Tikuna 
language (isolated), and the Marubo and Matsés languages (Panoan family). My 
analysis will focus on the possibilities of rhythmic subordination and the contribution 
of the basic foot. 
   Aside from contributing to the investigation of the phonology-syntax connec-
tion, this paper aims at furthering the current insight on the rhythm typology of in-
digenous languages spoken in Brazil. Furthermore, it is intended to revise the posi-
tion that rhythmic rules are always blind to syntax - a position held by linguists, such 
as Nespor & Vogel (1989), who adopt the concept of indirect phonological access in 
relation to syntax and who take as fundamental theoretical background a pre-
minimalist version of the Theory of Principles and Parameters, better known as The 
Government and Binding Theory (GB). 
   The theoretical discussion in the present article of rhythm and of the syntax-
phonology connection involves different positions taken by amongst others Clements 
(1978), Halle & Vergnaud (1987), Kaisse (1995), Liberman (1975), Liberman & 
Prince (1977), Prince (1983), Rotenberg (1978), Selkirk (1978, 1984, 1995). With 
regard to the analysis of Tikuna, this article represents a continuation of previous 
descriptive and theoretical work by Montes (1987, 1992) and Soares (1991, 1992, 
1995, 1996). Our treatment of the Marubo and Matsés languages was partly based on 
work by Carvalho (1992), Costa (1992, 1998) and Soares, Costa & Carvalho (1993). 
 
Tikuna 
Tikuna is an indigenous language spoken in three countries: Brazil, Peru and Colom-
bia. It is considered as a tonal and isolated language. In Soares (1992), I presented a 
hypothesis according to which the degree of freedom that rhythm has vis-à-vis syntax 
is directly related to the level of the metrical line on which rhythmic rules operate. In 
other words, the hypothesis states that the lower the metrical line, the more independ-
ent rhythm is in relation to syntax. This hypothesis is supported by two aspects of 
rhythm in Tikuna: a) the limits of the relationship between tone and accent; b) the 
differences among rhythmic rules that operate in Tikuna. 
                                                           
* I am indebted to the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologico do Brasil 
(CNPq) for the grant that enabled me to conduct the research which resulted in the present article. 
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As far as the word level is concerned, linguistic accent in Tikuna is manifested by 
long duration and is determined by a rule: it is located at the leftmost syllable of a 
root. Tikuna roots do not have more than three syllables, and they are counted from 
right to left. A number of examples in (1) illustrate linguistic accent in Tikuna:1 
 
(1) a     ·       #                              * 
     tßa  dΩa                      ([tsa [dza]]) 
     1ps - bring up 
     'I was brought up' 
 
   b    #     ·                         * 
     nˆ  / ‚̂                           ([[nˆ] ‚̂ ]) 
     3p - dative 
     ‘to him; him, it' 
 
   c     #    ·                          * 
     na gω                    ([[na]gu]) 
     3p - locative 
     ‘inside it ’ 
 
   d    #   ·                        * 
     ma/ ‚̂                     ([ma ‚̂ ]) 
     life 
 
   e    #   ·                        * 
     pçgˆ                    ([pogˆ]) 
     to fish 
 
  f     ·    #    ·                             * 
     tßa takω                   ([tsa[taku]]) 
     1p - without mother 
     ‘I became without mother’ 
 
   g     #  ·   ·                         *  
     natˆ Rˆ                      ([natˆrˆ]) 
      but, then 
 
   h     #   ·  ·                           * 
     do ‚̂ /ˆ                    ([du ‚̂ ‚̂‚ ]) 
     person 
 

                                                           
1 * = abstract linguistic accent;  # = long duration;  ( = light duration; round brackets indicate more abstract 
representations; square brackets indicate the internal constitution of the words; information about tone is 
omitted. 
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   i   #    ·   ·                        * 
     okω/Eº                     ([ukue0]) 
     advice 
 
   j    #   ·    ·                        * 
     kçnˆwa                  ([konˆwa]) 
     taxizeiro (kind of tree) 
 
Tikuna also has rhythmic accent. If a root is extended by suffixes, the word accent 
may not only coincide with the root accent, but it may also be the only accent in the 
word domain, provided that the limit of three syllables (inside which lies the linguis-
tic accent) is respected:  
(2)    ï  ö     ë  
       #    ·       ·                        * 
     pçgˆ    / ‚̂                    ([[pogˆ] ‚̂ ]) 
     to fish–nom 
     ‘fishing’  
Nevertheless, we find examples such as in (3a) and (3b), that show linguistic accent 
within the previously mentioned limitation of three syllables:2  
(3) a   ï   ö       ë      ä 
        #   ·       ·       ·  
     pçgˆ   / ‚̂    wa       (initial representation:) [[[pogˆ] ‚̂ ]wa] 
     to fish-nom-locative                       |    |      | 
     ‘in fishing’                      L  H   H 
 
  b    ö        ë    ï         ë 
         #       ·     ·         ·    
     no‚kh   μtßi     ma      (initial representation:) [[[nukˆ] ˆts i]ma] 
      time- intens 1- intens 2                  |   |    |    |     | 
     ‘too much time’                     L H  H  L  H  
The fact that duration is not modified in (3a) and (3b) is compensated by a rhythmic 
use of pitch on the syllables that constitute the suffixes. In fact, it is possible to find 
situations in which we have the appearance of rhythmic accent, fed by a kind of col-
laboration between duration and pitch. See, for example (4a) and (4b) and compare 
them to (4c):  
(4) a    ö  ë   ï  
        #    (    (                          * 
     no)kˆma                    ([nukˆma]) 
     ‘ancient’                       ñ   ñ   
                               L H   
                                                           
2 (ë = mid-high pitch; ö = mid-low pitch; ä = high pitch; ü = low pitch ; ï = mid pitch; H = high tone; L = 
low tone) 
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   b   ï   ë    ë    ä  ï           ë 
        #   ·    ·     #   ·           ···                     * 
     no‚kˆma/ ‚̂tßi        ma             ([[[nukˆma] ˆtsi] ma]) 
     ancient-   intens 1- intens 2                      ñ   ñ        ñ   ñ      ñ 

     ‘too ancient’                       L  H      H  L    H  
   c    ë    ï    ä     ï       ë          ë 
         #     (      ((      (         #            (                * 
     no)kHμ /μtßi    ma        ni          ([[[nukˆ] ˆtsi]ma]ni) 
     time-    intens 1- intens 2    ?                 ñ   ñ   ñ  ñ     ñ 
     ‘too much time’                  L H  H L    H  
(4b) has a second long duration that concerns the first syllable of the first suffix 
(which represents intensifier 1); this second long duration – that cannot be considered 
as linguistic accent – coincides with a very high pitch that, in its turn, is phonetically 
differentiated from the pitches carried by adjacent syllables. In (4c) the first syllable, 
which concerns the same suffix, keeps the very high pitch, but loses its long duration. 
However, long duration appears in the first syllable of the suffix which represents 
intensifier 2. One may also observe that the pitch carried by this suffix is on the same 
level as the one in the following syllable. 
   In Soares (1997), I explained the kind of collaboration that operates between 
duration and pitch as I gathered proof of the existence, in Tikuna, of a tonal alterna-
tion over a relevant syllable extent and of an alternation of accent at the foot line. As 
far as tone is concerned, I argued in Soares (1994, 1996): a) that Tikuna shows a pre-
association of high and low tones in the lexicon (see 5); b) that there is a constraint in 
the lexicon which excludes the existence of trisyllabic sequences associated to the 
same tone (see 6); c) that a middle tone is not present in the lexicon, being inserted at 
the end of a derivation (see 7); d) that tones do not spread automatically and that 
processes of spreading operate over a short distance, reaching no further than two 
syllables on the left or right; e) that there is a tonal dissimilation process caused by 
the action of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) (see 8 and 9).  
(5) Tonal pre-association in the lexicon: 
  a  pukˆre     b pakara       c orawe    d purˆnˆ 
             ñ                ñ                ñ        ñ 
             L               H               L       L 
     ‘murapiranga’  ‘basket with a lid’   ‘cockroach’   (without translation) 
     (kind of tree)    
(6) Lexical filter: 
     *  V   V   V  
          \    ñ   /  
               T  
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(7) Mid tone insertion at the end of a derivation: 
     ∅ → M  Mid tone (default) 
   a  pukˆre     b pakara       c orawe     d purˆnˆ 
       ñ    ñ       ñ     ñ                ñ        ñ      
     M   L         M    L             M   L       L M 
       ï  ï  ö        ï  ï  ë          ï  ï  ö        ö  ï ï 
     [pokˆRE]    [pakaRa]       [çRaBE]    [pωRˆnˆ] 
    ‘murapiranga’  ‘basket with a lid’   ‘cockroach’   (without translation) 
     (kind of tree)   
(8) Tonal dissimilations that avoid OCP:3 
       X (X) X      (delinking of α T, and insertion of the opposite tone) 
 
     α T      α T 
     - α T  
       ↑ 
       ∅  
(9) Input: 
     /i/ /tˆ/ /ma/ / ‚̂ /  
      ñ    ñ      ñ    ñ   
     H   H     L   H 
     aspect-3p.intimate-kill, thrash-nominalizer  
     ‘he thrashed [her]’ 
   Output: 
     H L H  L  
     [i tˆ ma ‚̂]      (intermediate stages: H L L H; H L H H)  
In Soares (1997), I considered rhythmic accent in Tikuna as explainable from a com-
pletely specified tonal tier – on which processes linked to emphasis and lower level 
processes probably operate. If we add, for example, to (10) information concerning 
the rhythmic accent, we will have (11):4   
(10) Phonetic representation: 
       ö      ë    ï        ë 
        #      ·     ·       ·     
     no‚kh  μtßi    ma         (initial representation:) [[[nukˆ] ˆts i] ma]  
     time-intens 1-intens 2)                   |   |   |     |    |     
     ‘too much time’                    L H  H   L  H   
(11)     *     *    
     nukˆ  ˆts  i   ma 
               ñ    ñ      
             αT βT     
                                                           
3 OCP = Obligatory Contour Principle. The OCP prohibits adjacent identities at the same tier. 
4  small * = linguistic accent; big * = rhythmic accent. 
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Placed on the third syllable after the linguistic accent in (11), the rhythmic accent has 
its position coinciding with a salient point which is derived from constraints and 
processes affecting tones. Due to this coincidence, rhythmic accent can be considered 
redundant. Thus, when there is alternation in tonal level and the rhythmic accent 
coincides with a point of this alternation, the rhythmic accent can be eliminated, as 
can be seen in 4(c), repeated now as (12):  
(12)     ë     ï     ä     ï       ë          ë 
         #      (       ((      (         #           ( 
     no)kHμ   /μtßi    ma       ni 
     time-      intens 1-intens 2   ?  
Elimination of rhythmic accent can be formulated as in (13):  
(13)   *         *         →      *                         
     *  *     *   *              *   *  *   *       
     p  p     p   p              p   p  p   p                  
                |    |                         |    |       
             αT  βT                    αT βT         
The rule presented in (13) is different from Beat Deletion as conceived by Selkirk 
(1984), Nespor and Vogel (1989) and Nespor (1990). Differently from Beat Deletion, 
the rule in (13) has as its input a configuration where the Rhythmic Alternation Prin-
ciple is respected. The task of (13) is to eliminate the excess of a double alternation - 
tonal and accent alternation. (13) reduces the alternation to a single level, without 
eliminating it completely. It is worth to note that (13) operates at the foot line and 
that it is possible to find in Tikuna an operation that – corresponding to the Beat 
Deletion rule of Nespor and Vogel – also operates at the foot line. This operation can 
be encountered in cases of composition, when a monosyllabic root meets a disyllabic 
root, resulting in an accent clash. The operation of Beat Deletion can be observed in 
(14) and (15).:   
(14) a  [ta] [ã] [patˆ]  
       é           é   é 
      H          L H 
     3p - have - nail  
     ‘he has nails’   
   b         *    * 
      *    *    * *   
     [ta [[ã] [patˆ]]]  
       é            é   é 
      H          L  H  
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   c       *    * 
       *  *   * *   
     [ta [ã  patˆ]]  
       é        é   é 
      H      L  H   
   d        *       
       *  *  * *   
     [ta [ã  patˆ]]  
       é         é  é 
      H        L H   
   e       *       
       *  *  *  *   
     [ta [ã  patˆ]]  
       é    é    é   é 
      H  M  L H   
   f  ë  ï   ö  ë 
       (    #    (   ( 
     ta ã patˆ   
(15) a  [ku] [dau] [kawe]  
        |         |       |  / 
        L      H      L 
     2p.s.- red - back  
     'your back is red'   
   b           *      * 
        *    *      *  * 
     [ku] [dau [kawe]]   
        |        |       |  / 
        L      H     L   
   c           *        
        *    *     *   * 
     [ku] [dau [kawe]]   
        |        |      |  / 
        L      H     L   
   d    ö   ë     ö   ö 
     ku( da#ω ka(Be(     
As can be seen in (14) and (15), Beat Deletion in Tikuna does neither require a com-
pletely specified tonal tier nor a tonal alternation. We summarize in (16) the differ-
ences between the grid operation presented in (13) and Beat Deletion in Tikuna.  
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(16) a  Grid operation in (13) 
(i) accent alternation at the line of foot; 
(ii) absence of accent clash; 
(iii) existence of a tonal alternation over a relevant syllable extent; 
(iv) elimination of a double alternation - accent and tonal alternation - with 

deletion of the rhythmic accent.  
   b  Beat Deletion Rule 

(i) existence of a minimal accent clash defined at the foot line; 
(ii) independence of accent vis-à-vis tone; 
(iii) the accent clash results from accent assignment.    

As the grid operation in (13) is dependent upon a completely specified tonal tier and 
does not need information from morphology, it is probably a lower level operation 
than Beat Deletion. Beat Deletion requires information from morphology and oper-
ates independently from tone. We consider Beat Deletion as a lexical operation in 
Tikuna. Concerning the grid operation in (13), we consider it as a postcyclic opera-
tion inside the lexicon. As such, (13) takes account of a preceding accent (which can 
be a linguistic accent). Beyond the lexicon, it is possible to find a version of (13). In 
its postlexical version, this process is not obligatory and will also be applied in a 
situation of accent clash. It is characteristically bidirecional and will not preserve 
linguistic accent, as can be observed in oral text data (see, for example, 17 compared 
to 18):  
(17)     ï  ö     ï     ü   ï ö      ë 
         (   (       #      (     (  (        # 
     tßçRˆ   B´Ìιkatßia     ka ∧            (tßçRˆ   B´Ìιka... ) 
      * *     *     *  **       *                * *    *      * 
                 *                    *                *       * 
    my      hunt-news,   isn't it?   
     'news of my hunting, isn't it?    
(18)   ö    ï  ö     ö    ü   ï ö 
      (      #   (       #      (    (   ( 
     i  tßçRˆ  BFÌιkatßiga             (tßçRˆ   BFÌιka...) 
    *    * *    *    *  *  *                       * *     *     * 
           *      *                            *        * 
    x  my   hunt-news 
     'news of my hunting'  
In this way, Tikuna has at the word level two grid operations that make reference to 
the foot line. The grid operation that concerns rhythmic accent is different from the 
one concerning Beat Deletion, as we summarized in (16). At the phrasal level, Ti-
kuna also shows rhythmic operations at the foot line. The rhythmic process that oper-
ates at the postlexical level looks like the ones named by Soares (1992) as rhythmic 
subordination processes at the phrasal level. Rhythmic operations that make reference 
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to the foot line do not relate to grammatical information. As they operate at a very 
low metrical line, they can ignore even the major constituents of a sentence. 
 
Marubo and Matsés (Panoan family) 
An analysis of metrical constituents of Marubo and Matsés was put forward in 
Dorigo and Costa (1996). This analysis, which is based on Hayes (1991, 1995), as-
sumes that both languages are “quantity insensitive". 
   In Marubo - a pitch accent language - "the main stress prosodic correlate is high 
pitch, combined with greater duration and intensity". At the level of phonetic realiza-
tion, five rhythmic patterns were found, as shown in (19): 
 
(19)      . 
        σ      σσ     σσ       σ σ σ     σσσ 
        . 
    a 'ni#     b 'vμ#ni(    c ka('pμ#     d 'Ra#vu(Sμ(   e mμ) 'tsi# si(  
     'grass'    'man'    'alligator'    'knee'    'nail'  
Patterns with initial prominence (like 19b and d) are "the most general in the lan-
guage (since they are by and large more frequent)". For this reason Costa established 
syllabic throchees as the basic metrical feet for the language. These syllabic thro-
chees are constructed from left to right, with End Rules left (main stress assignment), 
as can be seen in (20):  
(20)   (x      )               (x         ) 
     (x  .   )               (x   .) 
        σ  σ                 σ σ  σ 
 
   a  'waka             b  'takaRμ 
     'water'                'chicken'  
Along with this assumption with regard to basic foot in Marubo, the following is also 
considered for this language: admission of degenerate feet in strong position (to take 
account for stressed monosyllables); admission of extrametricality at the left margin 
of the word, in the case of words bearing stress on the second syllable; adoption of 
the weak local parsing, that is, feet are constructed non-adjacently (a solution that 
accounts for the ternary pattern). 
   Morphologically complex words contain three or more syllables, "the first two 
of which consist of the root, further extended with one or more suffixes", as shown in 
(21). According to Costa the complex word may, depending on the number of added 
suffixes, show: a) subordination of the additional syllables to the stressed root sylla-
ble (21 a, b, and c); b) not only stress on the root, but also on the penultimate syllable 
of derived word (21d).  
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(21) 
         #     (      (              #     (      ( 
  a  'å) tsa- ka        b  'å) tsa- ma 
     a lot-PRES-PERM       a lot-NEG 
     'a lot'           'a little'  
 
        #     (      (      (              #     (      (       #     ( 
   c  'å) tsa- ma-Sta      d  'å) tsa- ma-''Sta-sˆ  
     a lot-NEG-DIM       a lot-NEG-DIM-MANNER 
     'a little'           'a little'  
In order to deal with the presence or absence of stress on the suffixes, Costa assumes 
that rules of stress assignment operate on two levels in Marubo: at the level of the 
root, with lexical stress assignment, and at the level of rhythmic regulation, with 
phrasal assignment. Costa also says that phrasal stress may be assigned to a prosodic 
group, which comprises either a longer word or more than one lexical item. The 
stress assignment rules posited by Costa for Marubo are shown in (22) and some 
examples corresponding with these rules are found in (23) and (24).   
(22) a  Level 1: lexical stress rules 

Form a syllabic trochee from left to right, obeying the weak local parsing 
parameter. 

     Degenerate feet are allowed in strong position. 
     Word layer: End Rule left.   
   b  Phrasal stress rules (rhythmic regulation) 

Form a syllabic trochee at the end of the word from left to right, obeying 
the weak local parsing parameter. 

     Degenerate feet are forbidden. 
     Phrasal layer: End Rule right.   
(23)   (x         )      (x          )      (x                )     word layer 
     (x   .)       (x    .)        (x     .)                foot layer 
      σ  σ     σ       σ   σ    σ       σ    σ    σ    σ 
 
   a  'å) tsa]- ka    b  'å) tsa]- ma   c  'å) tsa]- ma-Sta 
               ↓            ↓            ↓  └──->computed 
     non-computed    non-computed    non-computed   
(24)               (                   x  ) End Rule right (phrasal layer) 
     (x                      )       (x           )   ( x  ) Domain Generation (word layer) 
     (x    .)          (x  .)      (x   .)           (x  .) 
      σ   σ    σ     σ  σ       σ   σ    σ     σ  σ 
 
   a  'å) tsa- ma-''Sta-sˆ    b  'å) tsa- ma-''Sta-sˆ  
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It is important to note that, according to Costa, stress assignment at level 2 in Marubo 
goes beyond word level and may apply to phrases and sentences, provided that the 
number of syllables in a prosodic group is sufficient for the assignment of metrical 
structure by rule.  
   As far as phrasal stress assignment goes, a somewhat different situation may be 
found in Matsés (another Panoan language). In Dorigo and Costa (1996), Dorigo 
argues that - like in Marubo - phrasal stress is on the right; but differently from Ma-
rubo, Matsés phrasal stress is assigned to a prosodic group formed by words with 
lexical stress on the right. In other words, according to Dorigo, lexical stress and 
phrasal stress in Matsés are both on the right (see, for example, phonetic data in (25), 
(26) and (27)).   
(25)   (             x)                 word layer 
           (.      x)                 foot layer 
        ((      (       # 
     buSku»tsμ  
     'round'   
(26)   (                      x)        End Rule right (phrasal layer) 
     (     x) (           x)        word layer 
     (  .  x)     (.      x)         foot layer 
         ((     (    (     (       # 
     ma»pibuSku»tsμ  
     'round head'   
(27)   (               x)               End Rule right (phrasal layer) 
     (    x)(      x )               word layer 
     ( .  x)(.     x  )              foot layer 
        (    #    (       # 
     ku»tEba»kωÌμ 
     'branch'   
Another difference between Marubo and Matsés concerns the basic foot, which, in 
Matsés, is iambic. At the phonetic level, Dorigo observes that there are binary and 
ternary rhythmic patterns. In another paper (Soares, Costa & Carvalho 1993), pho-
netic binary and ternary patterns of Matsés were anlysed as directly related to the 
morphological structure of the language, that is: a) the rhythm is manifested as binary 
or ternary depending on the number of syllables of minimal free forms; b) in morpho-
logical forms with three or more syllables phonetic binary and ternary patterns are 
still observed, since they are necessarily linked to the internal morphological struc-
ture of free forms; c) bound forms are also subjected to the rhythmic patterns attested 
for free forms (see 25, 26 and 28).  
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(28)   (                 x  ) 
     (  .     x) (.   x  )  
          (      (     (     # 
   a  ma»tsμ)ba»kωÌμ  
     Matsés-son  
     'Matsés' son'  
     (     x) 
     ( .   x) 
        (     # 
   b  tSiS»tE  
     'knife'  
     (            x) 
     (  .  x)(.  x) 
         (    (    (    # 
   c  tSiS»tEra»pa  
     knife-big  
     'big knife'  
     (        x) 
         (.   x) 
         (    (    # 
   d  tSiSte)»pi  
     knife-small  
     'small knife'  
In the phonological analysis of rhythm presented by Dorigo for Matsés (Dorigo and 
Costa 1996), binary and ternary rhythmic patterns result from association of the basic 
foot of the language with linguistic units. Matsés is analyzed as a language in which 
stress is expressed by intensity associated with duration. The last syllable of a word is 
always stressed independently from the number of syllables; it is intense and long. 
Syllables that are non-final are light and preserve intensity. Dorigo assumes that 
Matsés can be considered as insensitive to quantity. This is because duration in 
Matsés is dependent on the syllable's place in the relevant linguistic unit, and not on 
syllable structure. This means that the complexity of the structure of the syllable does 
not affect its duration, and that the closed syllables may be long or short. This as-
sumption poses some problems for the basic inventory of syllabic iambs, that is, there 
is no place for even iambs (see 29):  
(29)   ( .  x) 
       σ σ  
Following Hayes (1991, 1995), who proposed to consider as iambic languages that 
prevent even iambs besides the admitted iamb (uneven iamb), Dorigo included 
Matsés in this set of defective iambic languages. The iambs in Matsés would be built 
from right to left, with End Rule Right. 
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Due to the assumption that Matsés is a defective iambic language, Dorigo is obliged 
to admit the existence of degenerate feet. A result of this admission is the possibility 
of stress clashes that cannot be avoided by a rule of Move x or by Deaccentuation 
rules. As such clashes cannot be avoided, the metrical grid cannot be eurhythmic. 
The assumptions made by Dorigo are illustrated in (30) and (31):  
(30)                (                          x) 
                  (          x) (    x) ( x) 
                      (.     x) (.   x) ( x) 
       (       #              (     (      (      (    (      # 
   a  (i/)kE/         b  rapa»tsμma»tˆS»kE/ 
     have/exist         few   louse    exist 
                  'there are few lice'   
(31)                 (               x ) 
                   (x ) ( x ) ( x ) 
                   ( x) ( x ) ( x ) 
         #                     (       (        # 
   a  »paÌιs          b  paÌιs»raιt|»kE 
     horn            horn two have/exist 
                  'there are two horns'  
It is clear that some aspects of the analysis proposed for Matsés can be revised: even 
iambs do not need to be admitted, if we consider that the representation of the stan-
dard iambic foot in Hayes (1995) ( ( σ) requires that the non-head element of the root 
is light, and that the head element can be heavy or light. In this way, Matsés could 
have standard iambs. 
   It is also clear that at least some aspects of the analysis proposed for Marubo can 
be revised. One of these aspects is the extrametricality of the leftmost syllable in 
certain data from Marubo. This extrametricality is a consequence of the proposed 
analysis. It could be avoided if one admits - following Kager (1993: 384) - that iambs 
and trochees may occur in the same system. It is worth mentioning that iambs are 
frequently encountered in Marubo as a consequence of ergative case marking - a 
possibility which is not yet considered by Costa in her metrical analysis of Marubo. 
Another aspect that can be revised for Marubo is the status of rhythmic regulation. As 
rhythmic regulation can have the complete word as its domain, it could be analyzed 
as a postcyclic process inside the lexicon. And as it can go beyond the word level, 
applying to phrases and sentences, it could be also a postlexical process. 
   Although one can propose several revisions in the analysis of Marubo and 
Matsés, some facts remain:  

(i) clashing situations in Matsés will not be eliminated; 
(ii) the rhythmic regulation in Marubo that affects syllables inside words, phrases 

and sentences will still confirm syllabic trochees and will have the right edge 
of a constituent (word or phonological phrase) as its domain. 
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In Matsés clashing situations may be explained if we accept that this language needs 
to preserve information from morphology and - consequently - from the word level. 
In Marubo, the most important information concerning rhythmic regulation is the 
right edge of a constituent. As a consequence, rhythm will operate in Marubo with 
much more freedom than in Matsés. But we predict that the freedom of rhythm in 
Marubo will not be the same as in Tikuna, since Tikuna has a grid operation that can 
ignore grammatical information. Therefore, these three languages occupy different 
positions as far as freedom of rhythm is concerned. 
 
Syntax-phonology connection 
According to the frameworks that adopt indirect access of phonology to syntax, there 
should be an intermediate structure between syntax and phonology.  
   In Selkirk (1984) the intermediate structure consists of two levels; a rhythmic 
level and a level which aligns a syntactic representation with a metrical grid. It is this 
alignment that reveals syntactic requirements to rhythm. For example, Selkirk (1984) 
mentions the possibility that syllables aligned with the beginning or end of words or 
phrases must be more prominent than other syllables inside the overall rhythmic 
structure of words or phrases. In one of her last papers, Selkirk (1995: 562) tries to 
remove motivation for the rhythmic component of a phonological theory of phrase 
stress, eliminating the needs for rhythm-based principles like Avoid Clashes and 
Avoid Lapse. However, she continues to maintain that syntax is important with re-
gard to stress, and argues, for example, for a constraint that requires stress promi-
nence on the left periphery of a constituent (Selkirk 1995: 564). 
   In the model of Nespor & Vogel, metrical lines could be related to prosodic 
categories that, not being isomorphic to syntactic categories, would not be completely 
divorced from the latter. According to the model of Nespor & Vogel, a phonological 
phrase (a prosodic category) is not completely isomorphic to a syntactic constituent. 
However, considering what Nespor & Vogel (1989: 71) contend, it is possible to 
recuperate an amount of prosodic information from the metrical grid: this recupera-
tion is possible before the application of rhythmic rules. Even when they are not 
isomorphic to syntactic categories, phonological phrases tend not to clash with the 
limits of a major constituent of a sentence. 
   With regard to Tikuna, some rhythmic rules that make reference to the foot line 
do not take grammatical information into account. As they operate at a very low 
metrical line, they can ignore even the major constituents of a sentence - and in fact 
this occurs in Tikuna. This fact may be related to Tikuna syntax: according to Soares 
(1992, volume I), the syntax of Tikuna is overmarked - which involves the absence of 
phonological confirmation of syntactic constituents as a consequence.  
With regard to Marubo and Matsés, and based on the previous analysis, I predict that 
Marubo syntax demands of phonology a certain level of confirmation, and that, for 
Matsés, this level of phonological confirmation will be higher. Such predictions im-
ply that the three languages behave differently in relation to degree of freedom with 
respect to the syntactic information. 
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